Face aftereffects demonstrate interdependent
processing of expression and sex
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Background Cognitive models of face perception have proposed that functionally different aspects of faces (e.g. expression, sex and identity) are processed
independently1,2,3. Although previous studies have demonstrated interdependent processing of identity and sex4 and of identity and expression5, evidence for
interdependent processing of sex and expression is equivocal3,6. Using a visual adaptation paradigm, we demonstrate that expression aftereffects, whereby
exposure to an expression decreases sensitivity to that expression, can be simultaneously induced in opposite directions for male and female faces (Exp 1).
These sex-contingent expression aftereffects could not be explained by possible effects of sex differences in expression production (Exp 2). Furthermore, sexcontingent adaptation occurred between sex categories, but did not occur when equivalent shape differences among adapting faces were within a sex category
(Exp 3). Collectively these findings reveal interdependent processing of sex and expression and suggest that sex-contingent aftereffects reflect adaptation of
neurons that code high-level aspects of faces7 and cannot be explained by adaptation of neurons coding only physical aspects of face patterns7.

Experiments 1 and 2 - Interdependent processing of expression and sex
Hypothesis 1 It is

female anger-fear continua were
manufactured by morphing from
angry prototypes to fearful
prototypes.
Experiment 2 Stimuli Sextransformed ‘male’ versions of
female faces were made by
transforming female faces by
+100% of the differences in shape
and colour between an average
female face and an average male
face. This method ensures that the
physical differences between angry
and fearful male and angry and
fearful female faces are identical.

Procedure Participants (N=58 in each experiment) first completed a pre-test phase where they
made forced-choice decisions (“Does this face look angry or afraid?”) about male and female face
images that were at or near the category boundaries on anger-fear continua. They were then
adapted for 1 minute to either 10 angry male faces and 10 fearful female faces or 10 fearful male
faces and 10 angry female faces. Immediately after this adaptation phase, participants repeated
the pre-test. Different identities were shown in the test and adaptation phases.
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Results The results of both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 support Hypothesis 1.
Opposite aftereffects were induced in both experiments, as shown by the interaction between sex
of test face and adaptation condition (Exp 1: F1,54 = 8.14, p = .006, Exp 2: F1,54 = 8.14, p = .006).
There we no other significant effects in either experiment.

Experiment 3 - Contingent adaptation reflects category, not structure

possible to induce opposite
aftereffects for both
between-sex and withinsex conditions, indicating
that the neurons being
adapted are those that
code structural aspects of
different face patterns7.
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possible to induce opposite
aftereffects for faces that
differ in both structure and
category (between-sex),
but not for faces that differ
in structure but not
category (within-sex),
indicating that the neurons
being adapted are those
that code high-level
aspects of faces7 (e.g. sex).
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Results The results support Hypothesis 1.

by transforming female faces by -100% or +100%
of the differences in shape and colour between
an average male face and an average female
face, ensuring that the physical differences
between male and female are identical to those
between female and hyperfemale.

Opposite adaptation effects were induced for the between-sex condition, as shown by the
interaction between sex of test face and sex adapted in plus/anti version (F1,28 = 7.06, p = .013).
No adaptation effects were found in the within-sex condition (F1,26 = 1.23, p = .27). The pattern of
results for the between-sex condition was significantly different from that for the within-sex
condition, as shown by the interaction among sex of test face, sex adapted in plus/anti version and
adaptation condition (F1,54 = 5.62, p = .021).

Conclusions Experiment 1 demonstrated interdependent processing of sex and expression, indicating that expression can be processed in different ways
depending on the sex of a face (see also6). Experiment 2 controlled for possible effects of sex differences in expression production by manipulating the sex of
faces using computer graphic methods. Although cognitive models of face perception suggest that functionally different aspects of faces are processed
independently1,2,3, our findings for interdependent processing of sex and expression are consistent with more recent neural models of face processing. For
example, our findings are consistent with models that suggest physical and social aspects of faces are processed by different neural mechanisms but that these
mechanisms can interact8. Experiment 3 showed that sex-contingent aftereffects occur when the groups of faces are from different categories (i.e. male versus
female), but not when the physical differences between the groups of faces are identical but the faces are from the same category (i.e. female versus
hyperfemale). These results indicate that the neurons being adapted are those that code high-level aspects of faces and cannot be explained by adaptation of
neurons coding physical characteristics of different face patterns7.
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